What is Harness Giving?

Harness is an online giving platform that provides donors a simple, secure and speedy way to donate to United Way of Wyoming Valley. It is an ideal solution for individuals who would prefer a quick, easy way to give and for businesses that would like to run employee campaigns yet lack the ability for payroll deductions. Furthermore, it can be utilized for company special event fundraisers.

Security:
Harness Giving works with all debit and credit cards. One can donate online with confidence as Harness uses bank level security protocols to secure all financial information and donations processed via their platform.

How it works:
• A donation link can be emailed to personnel.
• OR your business can plan a text to give campaign. Personnel have the option of a one-time, recurring or round-up donation.

A modern way to give, built for modern donors:
• One-time gift allows the donor to give a designated, single amount.
• Recurring gift allows the donor to give an amount of their choosing on a monthly basis.
• Round-up gift allows the donor to give their spare change on card purchases. The donor sets a monthly round-up amount and change will accumulate into a virtual piggy bank. At the end of the month, donations will go directly to United Way of Wyoming Valley.

To learn more or if you have questions, please contact your United Way representative.